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Abstract13
Idealized simulations show that the approximate colocation between the ITCZ and the14
energy flux equator (EFE), which holds on the annual and zonal average, breaks down15
on subseasonal timescales, as the Hadley cell develops a shallow return flow and nega-16
tive gross moist stability (GMS). Here, we explore if similar mechanisms are seen in re-17
analysis data. In the zonal mean, a temporal offset exists between the ITCZ and the EFE18
as the ITCZ is retreating from the northern to the southern hemisphere and the Hadley19
cell transports energy northward across the equator despite a northward-shifted ITCZ.20
At these times, the southern cell has a bottom-heavy structure, with a distorted cell bound-21
ary and northward energy transport. In the Eastern Pacific, while bottom-heavy struc-22
tures exist throughout the year, the bottom heaviness is stronger at times with negative23
GMS, and weak SSTs and large negative SST Laplacian below the ITCZ.24
Plain Language Summary25
The intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) is a narrow band of intense rainfall near26
the equator. What controls the position of the ITCZ on different timescales is a ques-27
tion that remains open in the literature. In the past decade, it has been argued that the28
tropical overturning circulation transports energy away from the ITCZ and, hence, the29
annual and zonal mean ITCZ is approximately colocated with the latitude at which the30
energy transport vanishes (the energy flux equator, EFE). Idealized numerical simula-31
tions, however, show that this relationship might break down on subseasonal timescales.32
Here, we use reanalysis data to explore if and why this also happens in the observed sea-33
sonal cycle. We find that in the zonal mean, the EFE and the ITCZ are located on op-34
posite sides of the equator in boreal fall and winter, with the cross-equatorial southern35
Hadley circulation having a bottom-heavy structure that favors energy transport in the36
direction of the lower-level flow, and hence into rather than away from the ITCZ. In the37
Eastern Pacific, bottom-heavy circulation profiles persist throughout the year, but are38
stronger when the ITCZ and the EFE are in opposite hemispheres and when the merid-39
ional curvature of the SST distribution is large.40
1 Introduction41
In the past decade, energetic arguments have provided important insights into the42
dynamics of the ITCZ and its position (e.g., Kang et al., 2008, 2009; Frierson & Hwang,43
2012; Donohoe et al., 2013; Hwang et al., 2013; Bischoff & Schneider, 2014). Idealized44
simulations with a seasonal cycle, however, show that the resulting constraints, which45
work well for the zonal and annual mean ITCZ, fail on shorter timescales (Wei & Bor-46
doni, 2018). More specifically, the energy flux equator (EFE), whose position is primar-47
ily determined by the insolation forcing, always leads the ITCZ, whose location is in phase48
with the lower-level temperature and moist static energy (MSE). As a result, the EFE49
and the ITCZ do not always reside on the same side of the equator and the gross moist50
stability (GMS) of the Hadley cell in which the ITCZ is embedded can become negative.51
It was shown that negative GMS is achieved through the development of a shallow re-52
turn flow near the levels of minimum MSE (Wei & Bordoni, 2018). These results are how-53
ever based on idealized simulations, which, most importantly, lack zonal and hemispheric54
asymmetries and dynamical coupling with the ocean. Hence, the relevance of these mech-55
anisms for the observed seasonal cycle remains unclear.56
Reanalysis data have been used extensively in the literature to understand the en-57
ergy balance of the climate system and to infer the required atmospheric and oceanic58
energy transport (e.g., Trenberth & Caron, 2001). Recent work has also explored observed59
relationships between the ITCZ and energetic diagnostics in reanalyses, both in the an-60
nual mean and in the seasonal cycle (e.g., Adam et al., 2016b, 2016a; Donohoe et al., 2013,61
2014; Frierson et al., 2013). Importantly, Adam et al. (2016b) and Adam et al. (2016a)62
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show that a lag exists between the EFE and the ITCZ, but the implications of this lag63
for the energy transport by the Hadley circulation and changes in its vertical structure64
(and possibly GMS) have not been explored. It is, for instance, well documented that65
shallow circulations which import MSE exist throughout the year over the Eastern North66
Pacific (e.g., Zhang et al., 2004; Back & Bretherton, 2006, 2009), but no study has so67
far investigated their relationship and influence on the ITCZ seasonal migrations. This68
is indeed the goal of this study: by using MERRA−2 reanalysis, we document the re-69
lationship between the ITCZ position, the EFE, the overturning circulation vertical struc-70
ture, and the associated energy transport in the course of the observed seasonal cycle,71
both in the zonal mean and the Eastern Pacific sector. We also compare our results with72
those existing in the literature based on other reanalysis products, and highlight how ex-73
isting residuals in the mass and MSE budgets might affect the interpretation of emerg-74
ing results.75
2 Data and Methods76
We use fields from NASA’s Modern−Era Retrospective analysis for Research and77
Applications, Version 2 (MERRA−2) (e.g., Rienecker et al., 2011; Bosilovich et al., 2015),78
with horizontal resolution of 0.5◦ (latitude) × 0.625◦ (longitude) and 3-hourly (atmo-79
spheric fields) and 1-hourly (other variables such as surface fluxes and radiation) tem-80
poral resolution for years 2002−2016. All data are averaged over 5 days (for a total of81
73 pentads) for each year and then multi-year pentad means are computed. The dry mass82
budget in MERRA−2, like in other reanalyses, is not closed. As discussed in Trenberth83
(1991), a barotropic wind adjustment vc hence needs to be performed to close it (Text84
S1).85
The mass adjustment is calculated from 6-hourly data on pressure levels (42 lay-86
ers), which allows us to compute the vertically integrated total MSE flux at pentad tem-87
poral resolution. In Fig. S1, we show how the mass adjustment significantly reduces the88
residual of the dry mass budget (MdRES) over monthly timescales. This also reduces89
significantly the residual in the MSE budget (Fig. S2a, b, c).90
Despite this much smaller residual in the MSE budget, it is found that this adjust-91
ment results in a zero cross-equatorial atmospheric energy transport in the annual and92
zonal mean (Fig. S3a). This is at odds with results reported elsewhere in the literature93
and theoretical arguments that relate the northward shifted position of the ITCZ to south-94
ward cross-equatorial energy transport (e.g., Frierson et al., 2013; Marshall et al., 2013;95
Schneider et al., 2014; Adam et al., 2016b). We therefore perform a barotropic adjust-96
ment on the MSE budget, following Hill et al. (2017) (Text S2). This better closes the97
MSE budget (Fig. S2a, d) and yields a southward annual and zonal mean energy trans-98
port in agreement with other studies (Fig. S3b). All analyses shown below are hence based99
on the MSE budget adjusted data.100
3 ITCZ, Circulation and Energy Flux101
Fig. 1 shows the precipitation and energy flux distribution in the tropics for north-102
ern hemisphere (NH) summer (June - September, JAS), winter (January - March, JFM),103
and in the annual mean. While both the EFE and the ITCZ tend to migrate northward104
(southward) in the NH summer (winter) relative to their annual mean position at ev-105
ery longitude, they are not colocated. Strong zonal variations are also seen in both their106
seasonal and annual means. For example, over the Eastern Pacific, the ITCZ remains107
in the NH even during NH winter, with the development of a secondary ITCZ south of108
the equator. Over India and Africa, the regional ITCZs more clearly follow the seasonal109
cycle of insolation, with excursions across the equator into the summer hemispheres. Note110
however how near-equatorial precipitation over the Southern Indian Ocean is evident even111
during NH summer, when the most active convection is found over South-East Asia as112
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the monsoon develops there. Over the Western Pacific, on the other hand, strong con-113
vection develops over the warm pool and over the Southern Pacific Convergence Zone114
(SPCZ) in the SH. The latter is particularly strong in SH summer.115
The EFE also shows strong zonal asymmetries, with times during the seasonal cy-116
cle at which the energy transport vanishes at two different latitudes for a given longi-117
tude. As discussed in Bischoff and Schneider (2016) and Adam et al. (2016a), these EFE118
bifurcations occur over latitudes where the net energy input into the atmospheric col-119
umn − the difference between top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes and surface radiative120
and turbulent enthalpy fluxes − becomes negative (that is, where there is convergence121
of MSE flux). Interestingly, EFE bifurcations do not always correspond to ITCZ bifur-122
cations (or a double ITCZ), nor do their latitudes feature a clear colocation with the lat-123
itudes of the double ITCZ. We next detail the seasonal evolution of both zonal mean and124
sector-mean quantities. Please note that the vertically integrated MSE flux we show here125
is the divergent component of the flux, which is more closely related to precipitation.126
Figure 1. (a) JAS, (c) JFM, and (e) annual mean precipitation from MERRA-2 reanalysis
data averaged over the years 2002−2016 (mm day−1). (b, d, f) Same seasonal mean as (a, c, e),
but for the divergent component of the vertically integrated meridional MSE flux (108 W m−1).
Black vertical lines indicate the Eastern Pacific sector.
3.1 Zonal mean127
In the zonal mean, as well documented by many previous studies, the ITCZ mi-128
grates seasonally between the two hemispheres and in the annual mean is located at around129
6◦N, as diagnosed from the latitude of maximal precipitation.. The ITCZ location, φPmax,smth130
(defined here following the metric in Adam et al. (2016b), see Text S3), resides longer131
in the NH and migrates somewhat rapidly into the SH around January (Fig. 2a). This132
results from the development of the SH ITCZ in the Eastern Pacific, a strengthening of133
the SPCZ in the Western Pacific, and a southward shift into the SH of the ITCZ in the134
African and Indian sectors.135
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Figure 2. Seasonal evolution of (a) zonal mean precipitation (shading, mm day−1) and
vertically integrated meridional MSE flux (contours, W m−1). Solid (dashed) contours indi-
cate positive (negative) values and thick black contour the zero value. The contour spacing is
2 × 107 W m−1. (c, d) Meridional mass streamfunction (contour, interval 2 × 1010 kg s−1, pos-
itive (negative) value corresponding to clockwise (counter-clockwise) circulation) for (c) May
31−Jun. 4 and (d) Nov. 22−26. Solid (dashed) contours indicate positive (negative) values and
thick black contours the zero value. Blue vertical line indicates the φPmax,smth and the green ver-
tical line the location of the EFE. (e, f) Vertical profiles of the zonal mean MSE (red solid line,
K) and meridional wind (blue dashed line, m s−1) at the equator on (e) May 31−Jun. 4 and (f)
Nov. 22−26.
The ITCZ generally coevolves with the zonal mean near-surface MSE maximum136
and is located slightly equatorward of it (Fig. 2b), consistent with convective quasi-equilibrium137
theories (e.g., Emanuel, 1995; Prive´ & Plumb, 2007). It is interesting to note how the138
evolution of the zonal mean MSE maximum results from a combination of temperature139
and moisture, with temperature maximizing further poleward than both moisture and140
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MSE during NH summer because of the presence of land masses (Fig. S4a, c, e). The141
offset between temperature and moisture disappears when we only take a zonal mean142
over ocean (Fig. S4b, d, f), where the near-surface moisture tracks closely the near-surface143
temperature.144
While tropical precipitation is dictated by the surface thermodynamics, remain-145
ing in the NH for a large portion of the seasonal cycle, the EFE follows the seasonal evo-146
lution of solar insolation and spends almost equal amounts of time in the two hemispheres.147
Unlike what was seen in the idealized simulations (Wei & Bordoni, 2018), in the obser-148
vations the temporal relationship between the EFE and the ITCZ cannot simply be de-149
scribed as a lag, because the ITCZ evolution differs from an annual harmonic (Fig. 2a,b).150
This temporal and spatial offset between the EFE and the ITCZ raises the ques-151
tion of how the overturning cell in which the ITCZ is embedded might achieve negative152
GMS over the regions between the EFE and the ITCZ. In fact, at any time at which the153
EFE and the ITCZ reside on opposite sides of the equator, the cross-equatorial overturn-154
ing cell transports energy in the direction of its lower branch. We therefore select two155
pentads with same ITCZ location but different EFEs at which the southern cell is ex-156
panding into and retreating from the NH, respectively (vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2a,b,157
around May 31− Jun. 4 and Nov. 22−26), and compare the associated circulation struc-158
ture. The overturning circulation and the corresponding vertical profiles of meridional159
wind and MSE at the equator are shown in Fig. 2c-f. Other than being much weaker than160
the winter cell in its expanding phase, the retreating cell is much broader at lower lev-161
els than at upper levels. This structure allows the development of a shallow return flow162
at the equator near the level of minimum MSE, which favors negative GMS.163
This structure, while explaining how the required energy transport is achieved in164
the zonal mean, is not representative of a dominant structure at all longitudes, but arises165
from different circulation structures in different sectors. The distorted boundary between166
the two Hadley cells in fact results from a more bottom-heavy overturning cell in the East-167
ern Pacific sector with ascending motion in the NH, and a more top-heavy overturning168
cell with ascending motion in the SH and near the equator over the Western Pacific and169
Indian sectors (Fig. S5).170
3.2 Eastern Pacific sector171
The bottom heaviness of the circulation in the Eastern Pacific motivates us to fur-172
ther analyze how changes in the vertical structure can influence the GMS of the over-173
turning cell during the annual cycle. In the Eastern Pacific sector (150◦W − 90◦W, in-174
dicated within the black vertical lines in Fig. 1), the precipitation stays in the NH through-175
out the year while a secondary ITCZ develops around March in the SH (Fig. 3a). The176
ITCZ in the NH has a temporally asymmetric evolution, being stronger as the ITCZ is177
expanding to the north than as it is retreating to the south. Given that, similar to what178
is seen in the zonal mean, the ITCZ does not evolve at the same frequency as the an-179
nual cycle of insolation, the temporal relationship between the EFE and the ITCZ can-180
not simply be described as a lag. For the Jun. and Nov. pentad (indicated by the ver-181
tical black dashed lines in Fig. 3), with the same ITCZ position, the cross-equatorial cell182
corresponds to very different energy transports. In the Jun. pentad, the expanding cross-183
equatorial cell transports energy to the south, while the cross-equatorial cell in the Nov. pen-184
tad tends to transport some energy to the north, which corresponds to negative GMS.185
Fig. 4 shows the overturning cell structure for two different pentads. Within the186
Eastern Pacific sector, previous work has shown that a shallow circulation tends to per-187
sist throughout the year (e.g., Zhang et al., 2004; Back & Bretherton, 2006). However,188
we do see differences in the circulation structure between the expanding and retreating189
phases. More specifically, in the expanding phase, the shallow return flow extends over190
a deeper layer within the mid troposphere and there exists a stronger return flow at up-191
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Figure 3. Seasonal evolution of zonal mean (a) precipitation (mm day−1), (b) meridional
MSE flux (108 W m−1), (c) surface MSE (K), (d) lower-level (10m) horizontal wind divergence
(10−6 s−1), (e) meridional Laplacian of the skin temperature (10−11 K m−2) in the Eastern Pa-
cific sector (150◦W−90◦W). The black vertical dashed lines indicate Jun. 15−19 and Nov. 17−21,
respectively. The asterisks are φPmax,smth .
per levels, which results in energy being transported in the same direction as the upper192
level flow (Fig. 4a, c). The retreating cross-equatorial cell, however, has a shallower struc-193
ture, with stronger shallow return flow and, more importantly, a much weaker flow at194
upper levels, which results in an overturning circulation and vertical velocity that have195
clear bottom-heavy vertical structures (Fig. 4b, d). This clear bottom heaviness is what196
favors a more negative GMS at this time of the year near the equator.197
To explore the possible reasons for these seasonal differences in the overturning cell198
structure, the evolutions of the surface temperature, its Laplacian, and lower-level di-199
vergence are calculated (Fig. 3c-e). We find that the SSTs are much weaker and their200
Laplacian and lower-level convergence are much stronger near the ITCZ as it is retreat-201
ing from the NH around November. This is consistent with arguments by Back and Brether-202
ton (2009) and Lindzen and Nigam (1987), which link a more negative SST Laplacian203
and weaker SSTs to more bottom-heavy convection due to the corresponding stronger204
lower-level convergence and hindrance to the development of deep convection.205
4 Discussions and Conclusions206
In this study, we have analyzed the seasonal evolution of the ITCZ, the structure207
of the overturning circulation in which the ITCZ is embedded, and their relationships208
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Figure 4. Sector mean meridional mass streamfunction (contour, interval 1010 kg s−1) for
15 days (3 pentads) average around (a) Jun. 15−19 and (c) Nov. 17−21 in the Eastern Pacific
sector. Solid (dashed) maroon contours indicate positive (negative) values. Positive (negative)
contours indicate northward (southward) meridional flow at upper levels, and oppositely di-
rected flows at levels below the streamfunction maximum (minimum). The shading shows vertical
pressure velocity (Pa s−1). Vertical profiles of the MSE (red solid line, K) and meridional wind
(blue dashed line, m s−1) at the equator for 15 days average around (c) Jun. 15−19 and (d)
Nov. 17−21. The vertical dashed line indicates zero value for wind speed.
to energetic variables. While the EFE and the ITCZ tend to coevolve during the sea-209
sonal cycle, there is a clear offset between the two, with strong zonal variations. Sim-210
ilarly to what we proposed in Wei and Bordoni (2018), the EFE and the ITCZ on sea-211
sonal and shorter timescales respond differently to the seasonal cycle of insolation and212
are not necessarily colocated. More specifically, the required energy balance is not al-213
ways achieved through the Hadley cell shifting its ascending branch to follow the EFE,214
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but through changes in the efficiency of its energy transport. This pathway allows com-215
monly held relationships between the ITCZ, EFE and cross-equatorial energy transport216
to break down on seasonal timescales.217
While in the idealized simulations the temporal relationship between the ITCZ and218
the EFE can be described as a lag (Wei & Bordoni, 2018), in observations this relation-219
ship is complicated by the fact that both the ITCZ and the EFE do not evolve just fol-220
lowing the period of the annual harmonic. A clear offset however exists, raising the ques-221
tion as to how the required energy balance is achieved as the EFE and the ITCZ reside222
on opposite sides of the equator or when the energy flux distribution is not monotonic223
around the EFE.224
In the global zonal mean, the ITCZ resides in the NH for most of the seasonal cy-225
cle, while the EFE spends around equal times in both hemispheres. As the EFE retreats226
from the NH to the SH, while the ITCZ remains north of the equator, the associated Hadley227
circulation must transport energy in the direction of its lower rather than its upper branch,228
with a negative GMS. This occurs as the Hadley cell develops a bottom-heavy structure,229
with a distorted dividing boundary between the northern and southern Hadley cells, which230
is in the NH at lower levels and in the SH at upper levels. This results in a shallow merid-231
ional return flow at the equator that favors a southern cell with negative GMS. This Hadley232
cell structure results from strong zonal differences in the overturning structure, with a233
bottom-heavy cross-equatorial cell with ascending branch in the NH over the Eastern234
Pacific and a deeper overturning with ascending branch in the SH over other sectors, such235
as the Indian and Western Pacific sectors. While bottom-heavy convection exists most236
of the time throughout the year in the Eastern Pacific, the bottom heaviness at times237
at which the ITCZ migrates from the northern to the southern hemisphere is much stronger,238
favoring a more negative GMS at these times. This stronger bottom heaviness seems to239
be associated with weaker SSTs and stronger SST Laplacian.240
It is important to note how estimates of the position of the EFE and cross-equatorial241
energy transport from reanalyses, energetic quantities that have been theoretically linked242
to the ITCZ position, are extremely sensitive to how and which budgets are closed. For243
instance, the zonal and annual mean cross-equatorial energy transport is zero if we per-244
form a barotropic adjustment on the dry mass budget, but is -0.23 PW, if we perform245
the adjustment to close the MSE budget. This highlights difficulties in closing the MSE246
budgets from reanalyses and suggests that conclusions based on energetic arguments need247
to be interpreted with caution. Additionally, while it has been shown that reanalyses tend248
to overestimate the shallow convection in the Eastern Pacific sector (e.g., Huaman & Taka-249
hashi, 2016), MERRA-2 performs better than other reanalysis products (Huaman & Schu-250
macher, 2018), giving us confidence on the robustness of the results reported here.251
Due to the complexities existing in reanalysis data, the gap between them and the252
idealized simulations that inspired this investigation is large. It will be useful to conduct253
simulations that, by progressively increasing complexity, can provide understanding of254
processes that control the seasonal cycle of the ITCZ and its relation to energetic con-255
straints.256
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